This article offers an alternative genealogy for American immigration history. It traces the origins of the methods and analytical interests of the new social historians of immigration in the 1960s and 1970s to the early work of immigration historians at midwestern land grant universities. At the University of Minnesota, historian Theodore Blegen introduced a long-term legacy of 'history from the bottom up,' privileging the building of archives and the building of collaborations among first and second generation academics, ethnic communities and scholarly research.
social historians of the 1970s and 1980s.1 Perhaps paradoxically, however, the new social historians' 'bottom-up' methods and analytical interests in ethnic communities little resembled Handlin's; instead they rather closely replicated and extended to urban immigrants the work of a less well-known and earlier group of immigration historians that I will call the 'Minnesota School' .2
In 1999 Jon Gjerde (1953 Gjerde ( -2008 included several early Minnesota historians of immigration among the group he labelled 'ethnic Turnerians' .3 As Gjerde's label suggested, the ethnic Turnerians were historians of the Midwest and of rural immigration; most had either studied with Frederick Jackson Turner (1861-1932) or had written dissertations later under the supervision of Turner's earliest PhD students, many of whom found positions at the rapidly expanding public universities of the Midwest between 1900 and 1930. This paper explores the vision and long-term legacy -stretching into our own times -of immigration historians whose distinctive ideas and approaches to scholarship found their fullest institutionalisation at the University of Minnesota.4 At Minnesota, and to a lesser extent other large public universities of the middle west, histories of immigration differed from both the accounts of assimilation written by the sociologists at the University of Chicago and from the poetic tale of marginality, alienation and loss that accompanied peasant immigrants' confrontation with modern, urban American society as told by Oscar Handlin. Evidence even suggests that historians of the Minnesota School were aware of their distinctive approach and also, on occasion at least, expressed frustration at not gaining recognition as founders and builders of the scholarly field.
This essay asks readers to consider how the land grant mission of public universities shaped the Minnesota School's vision of immigration history. Under the Morrill Act of 1862, land grant universities were created not to ignore classical and scientific education as it had been institutionalised in private, eastern universities such as Harvard and Johns Hopkins but rather to extend higher education to include the liberal and practical development of the farmers and workers of each state.5 This land grant mission -while certainly also creating frustrating obstacles for several generations of researchers, beginning with Frederick Jackson Turner himself -repeatedly brought immigration historians into regular contact with graduate students of non-elite and immigrant backgrounds and into regular collaboration with local communities of recent immigrants and refugees. Already in the 1920s, the Minnesota School's histories of immigration were defined by the use of local, non-English, immigrant-language archives and by a persistent focus on immigrant ethnicity, subjectivity, experience, and community. The immigration history emerging from public universities such as Minnesota historically nurtured a pluralistic immigrant-and ethnicity-centred history of the United States while scholars such as Handlin and the Chicago sociologists more often viewed the transformation of immigrants into Americans as the foundation for writing national histories or creating general theories of urbanization and immigration.
The hegemony of such diverse interpretations within immigration history has of course varied over time; for the past fifty years pluralistic immigrant-centred histories have prevailed without however altering scholars' genealogies of their own scholarly field and without producing greater acknowledgement for the Minnesota School. It seems especially important at the current moment both to recognise and to understand the legacy of immigration histories produced at land grant, public universities. Financial crises and global integration have produced state legislatures that resist fulfilling land grant obligations through taxation to support public education; increasingly, graduate programs, publishing, and research programs at public universities are starved for resources and diminishing in size.6 Such changes cannot but affect the future evolution of a scholarly field that has thrived in such places.
Early Immigration History in the Midwest
Examining the lives and writings of the Minnesota School in dialogue with Gjerde's category of ethnic Turnerians creates new perspectives on the origins 7 Ray Allen Billington, 'How the frontier shaped the American character' , American Heritage, The Magazine of History 9 (April 1958) 4, 7-9, 86-89. 8 Women's historians have noted the many women frequenting Turner's seminars in Madison, but none has yet acknowledged or written about Kate Apaphine Everest Levi, one of Turner's first students to complete a PhD. Levi was not only the first American women to earn a PhD 'from an organized graduate school' anywhere in the United States she was also the writer of the first American immigration history dissertation, focused on Wisconsin's Germans.
and development of immigration history as a scholarly field, while highlighting the varieties of immigration history that scholars have produced over time. Contrasting the approaches adopted by immigration historians at Minnesota and other Midwestern land grant universities to those of scholars at private, often east coast universities shows obvious differences already in the 1920s. Attention to immigration histories produced by Minnesota School scholars not only extends and deepens Gjerde's analysis of the ethnic Turnerians but alsomuch like the other essays in this topical issue -contextualises the variety immigration research produced in the United States prior to Handlin's publication of The Uprooted in 1951, offering alternative genealogies of a scholarly field. In 1890, Frederick Jackson Turner, a twenty-nine-year-old Wisconsin native, returned from his studies in the east to create a history graduate program at the University of Wisconsin. Turner had just completed a Johns Hopkins University doctoral dissertation on the Indian fur trade in Wisconsin under the direction of Herbert Baxter Adams (1850-1901). While Turner's mentor had sought the origins of American democracy in the forests of northern Europe (in the so called Teutonic 'germ theory') and in colonial America, Turner -in his famous and still influential (if disputed) paper of 1893 -shifted attention to the making of American democracy on the frontier, emphasising soil over seed.7 For the next thirty years many of Turner's students pursued their mentor's interests in land and in the European settlement of Midwestern frontiers.
Jon Gjerde was the first historian to suggest that Turner, with his focus on the frontier, played a role -however indirect -in creating immigration history. Turner's intellectual influence may have been less important than the social characteristics of students he attracted. In a development that would continue at land grant and public universities in our own times, a goodly number of Turner's early PhD students -among them, George Stephenson (1883-1953), Carl Wittke (1892-1971) and Marcus Lee Hansen (1892-1938), all of whom eventually also taught at Midwestern land grant universities (respectively Minnesota, Case Western Reserve and Illinois) -were the children of immigrant parents. In service to their states, the universities that employed Turner and many of his students also admitted women: Turner for example trained many women historians at Wisconsin, where women were admitted already in 1863.8 Turner continued to train historians after he transferred to Harvard from Wisconsin in 1910 but at that institution far fewer were the children of immigrants and none were women. Many of the identifying characteristics of the Minnesota School emerged from public universities' openness to immigrants and other marginalized groups of students.
In the years preceding and following the First World War, George Stephenson and Theodore C. Blegen (1891 Blegen ( -1969 Stephenson's book on 'immigration as a factor in American political development' , especially seemed structured to inform those debates. Political context mattered more than Turner's thesis although all three arguably differentiated themselves from Turner by suggesting that it was immigration or cities rather than the frontier that shaped American life, character and exceptionalism. Indeed, the word frontier does not appear in Blegen's publication and even Stephenson gives his mentor only a single, brief mention. Schlesinger addressed Turner most directly when he argued that 'the two grand themes of American history are, properly, the influence upon American life and institutions, and the influence of the American environment, especially the frontier in the early days and the industrial integration of more recent times, upon the ever-changing composite population' . Still, in Schlesinger's view, it was the frontier and industrial integration and not immigration itself that figured among the most active transformative agents of American history. More than the other two historians, furthermore, Blegen seemed mainly interested in understanding how immigrants viewed America; his was by far the most immigrant-centred of the three early publications in immigration history.
Despite their broadly similar focus on immigration, these three early publications illustrated differences in immigration history that would persist in differentiating historical knowledge produced within public and private universities. Blegen began 'Ole Rynning's True Account' by calling for 'An intensive study of the separate immigrant groups which have streamed into America' .17 Stephenson too offered separate chapters on uk, Scandinavian, German, Dutch, Italian, Jewish, Slavic, Chinese, and Japanese immigrants; he told the diverse stories of each group rather than focusing exclusively on nativist reactions to foreigners as a group or on the political activities that united immigrants across ethnic lines. By contrast, Schlesinger's essay privileged the history of colonial America, east coast settlements, and the earliest, largely English-speaking settlers. Devoting far less attention to particular ethnic groups, Schlesinger focused, as had Hector St. Jean de Crèvecoeur before him, on the mixing or 'interracial' relations among European immigrants, since it was these interactions that, in Schlesinger's view, and not their separate histories, that produced a distinctive American nation.18
While all three authors positioned their histories of immigration within a broader geography, they did so in ways that revealed tensions between pluralist and national interpretations of immigration. Blegen documented how Ole Rynning's account was carried back to Norway, and became an important source of information for subsequent chain migrations of Norwegians. Stephenson explored in separate chapters the European and Asian backgrounds that motivated the emigration of particular groups. (His inclusion of both trans-Pacific and trans-Atlantic immigrants and both northern and southern European immigrants within a single volume was a particularly pointed critique of us immigration policies which sharply differentiated the excluded Asians from the welcomed Europeans and that further differentiated restricted southern Europeans from essentially unrestricted, desirable northern Europeans.) By contrast, Schlesinger viewed immigration more as a connection between the American nation and the wider world; immigration appears in his essay as a precursor of a Wilsonian vision of the United States as a global power and influence. Schlesinger even concluded his essay with the warning that 'Those who, in the discussions over the proposed League of Nations, are advocating the return of the United States to a position of isolation and irresponsibility have failed to grasp the significance of Blegen's and Stephenson's early work signalled the attention to local, regional and ethnic particularisms that would continue to define the Minnesota School throughout the twentieth century. Over time, Stephenson proved himself a productive but shyer, more conflict-adverse scholar than the professionally savvy Blegen, who enjoyed a long career as an institution-builder.20 The emphasis of land grant universities on teaching and on practical service to state taxpayers certainly also pushed the two historians toward scholarship that remained open to the world beyond the university, responsive to culturally diverse (and often first-generation) international and immigrant-origin students, and -most importantly -focused on the creation of archives where immigrant voices (like Ole Rynning's) could be collected and preserved, often through transnational and town/gown collaborations. The result of their collaboration was the Minnesota School.
The public commitments of Blegen and Stephenson began early. Unlike Schlesinger at Harvard (who was teaching at Ohio State while writing his dissertation), Stephenson had instead taught high school while in graduate school and Blegen too began his professional life as a high school teacher in Milwaukee and in rural Minnesota. As professors at land grant universities, both remained concerned with service to the public schools of their home state and with pedagogy on campus, too. Blegen first wrote for public school teachers as a graduate student, and he continued to write for them intermittently throughout his life. an intended readership of students, perhaps among his own undergraduates for the book's first publisher, Ginn, specialised in the production of textbooks. Blegen's 1947 book, Grass roots history, provided the strongest testament to his intense commitments to a publically oriented and vaguely populist local history focused on the lives of ordinary people, including immigrants. Indeed, Blegen was almost certainly the first historian to use the phrase -'history from the bottom up' -that would define the methodology preferred by the social historians of the 1960s and 1970s.32 By the time they began writing histories of urban, industrial immigrants 'from the bottom up' , however, Blegen's work -focused as it was on the rural inhabitants of Minnesota -seemed unlikely to attract their attention and very few of them acknowledged or cited Grass roots history.
Stephenson and Blegen firmly differentiated their own professional and scholarly research methods, based on deep knowledge of bi-lingual archives, from those of amateurs who would later be dismissed as 'filiopietists' and who wrote to celebrate their own origins and their own ancestors' contributions to American life.33 Both historians believed that the identification, collection, and assessment of documents in which immigrants spoke in their own voices and wrote in their own words -in short, through the establishment of archives that valued and preserved foreign-language materials -was the only firm foundation for a professional historical scholarship of immigration. With support for his travels from the Social Science Research Council (ssrc) Hansen aimed to write an immigration history that followed Schlesinger's supposedly grander, national vision of immigration history. (Indeed, Schlesinger had sat on the ssrc Council that had awarded Hansen the grant.)41 Hansen succinctly expressed the differences of the two visions when he critically reviewed one of Blegen's books in 1932.42 Hansen acknowledged Blegen's careful, archival research but he nevertheless worried that 'the foresight that gathers and preserves the records, the funds that support research and publication, and the individual persistence that carries through any particular enterprise are largely semipatriotic' . Any patriotism that was not national and American but rather ethnic was, in Hansen's eyes, implicitly provincial or divisive. Even 'semipatriotism' seemed suspect to Hansen because, he continued, 'the student of 43 Marcus Despite these intellectual differences and despite his ongoing ties to Harvard, Hansen -much like Blegen and Stephenson -found a permanent position at a public, land grant university -the University of Illinois. But unlike Minnesota's Stephenson (who was also a Harvard graduate and student of Turner's), Hansen's professional relationships and vision for immigration history remained oriented eastward even after he moved west; his closest ties remained to colleagues and mentors at the private, eastern universities. He was not tempted to develop a kind of grass roots history or to build communitybased archives of the kind developed in Minnesota despite his work at a large public university. These ties to the east and to Harvard became especially clear after Hansen's very premature death in 1938. Harvard's Arthur Schlesinger promptly edited the younger man's very rough manuscript for publication by Harvard University Press43 and Hansen's The Atlantic migration subsequently won the first Pulitzer Prize awarded to a book on immigration history. A second manuscript Hansen was developing was also published -this time by Yale University Press -after extensive interventions and editing by a Columbia University co-author, John Brebner.44 Schlesinger also edited a collection of Hansen's essays, for which Oscar Handlin prepared an introduction; again, Harvard University Press published the book.45 While the Minnesotans published with regional presses in the Midwest or with textbook publishers, the influence of Harvard helped to give immigration history as written by Hansen a nationwide readership and public acclaim.
George Stephenson subsequently reviewed Hansen's posthumous books; reading between the lines one sees in his review a simmering tension between the two groups of historians over their different understandings of the proper focus for immigration history. Of The Atlantic migration, Stephenson had much positive to say but he also complained about a misleading title (since the book focused largely on British and German population movements) and about Hansen's lack of interest in 'the souls and minds of the humble men and women' , who constituted this great migration. Predictably, Stephenson attributed Hansen's disinterest in the humble to the author's 'reliance on official and more conventional documents' .46 Hansen, Stephenson seemed to hint, had not consulted the more immigrant-centred archives that he and Blegen had devoted their lives to building.
Later in his life, Blegen's resentments of Hansen could also be sensed in his mild rebuke to a close colleague who had dated the beginning of immigration history to a 1926 review article written by Hansen. He reminded his correspondent that 'George [Stephenson] and I, as you know, were both working in the field long before 1926. I think it perhaps fair to say that neither one of us was particularly influenced by either Schlesinger or Hansen' and added parenthetically 'Just for your eye: George had little regard for Hansen' .47 Today, historians might well see in Blegen's side comments a good example of the kind of passive aggressive code of positive speaking that locals today term 'Minnesota Nice' . Blegen almost certainly in this case deflected onto Stephenson (who was already dead) his own competition with the also dead, but still much-betterknown and celebrated Hansen.
In a far more provocative article written a few years later, the Minnesotan and student of Blegen, Carlton Qualey , dropped all pretence at diplomacy in discussing Hansen and his work. Qualey openly challenged Hansen's scholarly authority and legacy, referring to the posthumous enthusiasm of Hansen's 'promoters' at Harvard, positively quoting Oscar Handlin's reference to Schlesinger's 'creative editing' of Hansen's manuscripts and suggesting that the easterners had routinely and wilfully ignored the intellectual achievements of the Minnesotans. According to Qualey, 'In reply to my inquiry [in 1937, the year before Hansen's death] about the state of his general history of immigration [Hansen] stated firmly that the manuscript was on the shelf indefinitely for complete rewriting' . Marcus Hansen was 'well served by his friends and colleagues' , Qualey then concluded somewhat bitterly of the deceased man's east-coast connections to private universities such as Columbia, Yale, and Harvard.48 Although Qualey's article catalogued the errors, omissions, and limits of Hansen's work it had no real scholarly impact; Hansen remains the most widely cited of the immigration historian students of Turner (although he, too, is often left aside in contemporary historiographies that continue to see the much younger Handlin as the founder of immigration history). While many graduate students of immigration history today still read Handlin's The uprooted, few read Hansen's earlier Pulitzer-prize winner, The Atlantic migration.
None of the early immigration historians discussed here ever attributed their competing visions of immigration history to their institutional locations or spatially distinct scholarly networks. Yet all seemed aware enough that a competition for authority and prestige existed between Minnesota and Harvard in the scholarly field of immigration history. In that understated competition between Harvard and Minnesota, furthermore, Hansen, Schlesinger and Schlesinger's student, Oscar Handlin, continuously enjoyed the upper hand. Despite their successes, however, the Harvard historians and their protégé, Hansen, also remained under insistent challenge. That challenge continued with the next generation of immigration historians, who continued to be trained in large numbers both in Wisconsin and Minnesota and at other public universities west of the Appalachian Mountains.
Consolidating Immigration History at the University of Minnesota
The further development of immigration history at Minnesota after 1960 is a complex and not completely celebratory tale. Immigration history again flourished at Minnesota but neither Stephenson nor Blegen could easily claim responsibility for its successes. The transition from the early Minnesota immigration historians to the new social historians of the 1960s and 1970s demonstrated how particularist studies of ethnic groups and an interest in cultural pluralism could generate problems that Hansen, Schlesinger, and Handlin had failed to observe or anticipate. The ethnic particularism of Blegen, in particular, might easily have terminated his own legacy in the upper Midwest. Nevertheless, the next generation of new social historians of immigration at Minnesota reproduced and extended most elements of their predecessors' vision of immigration history. That they did so reflects not the iron hand or influence of Blegen but rather continuities in the mission of the University of Minnesota as a large, land grant university. Like the early historians of the Minnesota school, the new social historians of immigration at Minnesota continued to work with first-generation college students of recent immigrant origin, to build archives in collaboration with immigrant communities, and to foster transnational research and collaboration; unlike their predecessors, however, they also succeeded in moving studies of local, ethnic and transnational communities to the centre of immigration history. The generational transition in immigration history in Minnesota was difficult enough that its successes might not have been predicted in the 1950s. Minnesotan and American Studies scholar David W. Noble (1925-) has claimed that historians such as Frederick Jackson Turner and Charles Beard -the mentors and contemporaries of the first immigration historians at Minnesotahad doubted the capacity of immigrant Jews and Catholics for political autonomy and had therefore also long refused to accept the sons (and increasingly also the daughters) of the turn-of-the-century immigrants from Asia and southern and eastern Europe into their scholarly fields; they succeeded in excluding the alien Jews, and Catholics until, according to Noble, the New Deal ended their 'ability to repress the existence of the new immigrants ' Despite such hints of a rough generational transition, service to the citizens of Minnesota continued to shape the formation of the newest immigration historians at this land grant university, providing a kind of continuity that had predictable consequences. historian. Born in South Carolina to parents with deep American roots, Smith was a life-long Protestant and preacher in the Nazarene church. In Smith's obituary, Grant Wacker, of Duke University's Divinity School, called Smith 'the first evangelical historian in the us to make it in the secular research university' . Clearly, then, Smith knew what it meant to be an outsider, even if his own roots were not to be found in the newer industrial working class immigrants' experience of exclusion and marginality. Joel Carpenter of Calvin College offered another important insight into Smith's leadership when he recalled in an obituary that Smith 'wanted to appreciate the big ideas held by little people. He had uncommon respect for common people' .62 In that sense, Smith shared the assumptions of both the older Minnesota School historians and the new social historians of immigration that were beginning to work in the 1960s. Smith too was committed to an immigrant-centred immigration history and to building collections that would facilitate historical scholarship on the southern and eastern Europeans who settled urban and industrial frontiers in the cities and mining districts of Minnesota and other parts of the United States. Unlike his colleague Clarke Chambers, Timothy Smith had difficulties collaborating effectively with University of Minnesota librarians; apparently he did not regard the Minnesota Historical Society (mhs) as a logical partner in developing immigrant archives on the urban, industrial immigrants from southern and eastern Europe. Perhaps this reflected Smith's desire to control collecting activities by working on his own with ethnic communities; perhaps instead the problem was the mhs archivists' indifference to the value of writings of non-English speaking and working class immigrants who were so unlike the immigrant pioneers documented in its archives in collections encouraged by Buck and Blegen. Or perhaps the origin of the conflict was simply moneywho would get what and how funds were to be raised or how university resources were to be allocated are always contentious, especially in public universities during periods of financial austerity. What is well known and documented are the battles that soon erupted between Smith and the University of Minnesota Librarian, Ned Stanford. When Stanford learned that Smith was travelling the state in search of collections and promising Minnesota's southern and eastern European ethnic communities they would have ethnicspecific rooms (much like the University of Pittsburgh's Nationality Rooms) to house their collections permanently at the University of Minnesota, he 'just went pyrotechnic'63 or so oral historian Chambers was told in 1994 when he interviewed William Wright (1933-). Wright was a younger Minnesota historian of Austria and of central and Balkan Europe who briefly replaced Smith as director of the Immigrant Archives after this outburst. (Smith soon left the Minnesota faculty or a position at Johns Hopkins University.) Wright noted that Chambers and Berman and most others had ceased working with Smith when the Iron Range Project terminated; according to him the Immigrant Archive under Smith's direction had become 'a pariah' .64 Influenced by his knowledge of Balkan history and using the language of south-eastern European nationalism, Wright believed that Smith had succumbed to what he viewed as the 'little pettiness' of the separate ethnic groups, 'as if these rooms are a shrine for their little nationality' . Once again at Minnesota, publicly engaged scholarship had revealed its inherent complexity and its power to stir passions in the academy. Even at Minnesota, it seems, immigration historians sometimes struggled to distinguish pluralism from pettiness and provincialism. But a new hire, brought to Minnesota to solve the problems of the Immigrant Archive after Smith's departure, once again committed the Minnesota school to pluralist interpretations of the past and to archive building in collaboration with distinct ethnic communities.
The hiring in 1965 of Rudolph J. Vecoli (1927 Vecoli ( -2008 ) -a 1963 PhD from the University of Wisconsin who arrived in Minneapolis after teaching at Illinois and Rutgers -promised at first to end the contention and chaos.65 Under Vecoli -the son of immigrant Italian parents -the Immigrant Archives and Immigration Studies Center were merged as the Immigration History Research Center (ihrc) and immigration history at the University of Minnesota again began a period of dynamic growth. The institutional imprint of the initial conflict between library and ihrc was never completely overcome, however, and Vecoli's own disputes with librarians over the control and financial support of archival collections became legendary in the archival world.66 Institutionally and administratively relocated multiple times as University administrators tried to find a workable relationship between professional archivists and a charismatic scholar director with close ties to politically active public constituencies, the ihrc for many years was moved off campus to an old coffee warehouse with a leaking roof. Vecoli in turn devoted enormous energies to fundraising and to intermittent mobilisations of ethnic communities in order to bring his centre and its collections into a new on-campus library building in 1999.67 There, the ihrc remained an institutional anomaly as an interdisciplinary research centre administered by the College of Liberal Arts but physically located among the special collections administered by the Library. (Soon after Vecoli's death, the archives and research centre functions of the ihrc would again be separated administratively.)
Immigration historians of the United States scarcely need an introduction to the ihrc or to Vecoli's leadership and scholarship; the two are generally understood to have given focus to the new social histories of immigration with their trenchant critiques of the assimilation theories of the Chicago School and with Vecoli's own particularly sharp 1964 critique of Oscar Handlin's The uprooted. 68 Scholarly conferences held at the ihrc in the 1970s and 1980s complemented Vecoli's vigorous development of archival collections, documenting the lives of 24 immigrant and ethnic groups from Lebanon/Syria and from southern and eastern Europe.69 Vecoli's collecting efforts focused on groups that had arrived between 1880 and 1930. He also brought together researchers and ethnic communities, although he -like his predecessors -often acknowledged what a complex undertaking this particular type of outreach work could be. Vecoli's research and that of his graduate students helped to keep scholarship on older and newer European migrations in dialogue, while maintaining and building the international connections between sending and receiving regions around the Atlantic that had also earlier been fostered by Blegen and Stephenson. Dirk Hoerder was among a sizeable group of international students and scholars drawn to study and to research at the University of Minnesota. As international as well as us-based researchers flocked to the ihrc in the 1970s and 1980s, the ihrc publication Spectrum also pointed communityand library-based researchers to large interdisciplinary themes -language, autobiography, refugees, the performing arts -to be explored in ihrc collections.70 At the ihrc, Blegen's 'grass roots history' and collections-building community collaborations again flourished as 'history from the bottom up' , fulfilling in new ways the University of Minnesota's land grant mission. Like Blegen, The limits of Vecoli's own ethnic particularism also soon revealed itself, creating the foundation for a second rough transition in leadership. By the 1980s, the scholarly field of migration studies was rapidly changing -driven both by increasing migration from Asia and Latin America and by the emergence of new interpretations of race and immigration, especially in studies the American west and Pacific coast. In his teaching and ihrc programming, Vecoli insisted on the legitimacy of an exclusive focus on the older migrations from Europe, during a circumscribed period of time. While such decisions may have made sense for collections-building they of course ran counter to spreading academic critiques of Eurocentrism. At the same time, however, Vecoli welcomed to Minnesota a second immigration historian, Erika Lee, who had studied Chinese restriction as a student of Vecoli's own student, Jon Gjerde at the University of California at Berkeley. Increasingly devoted to fund-raising that might ensure financial stability during recurring university budget cuts in the 1990s, Vecoli continued to work effectively only with the older Europeanorigin ethnic communities of Minnesota, even as the Somali and Asian refugee and Mexican labour migrant populations of Minnesota burgeoned. His relations with his university social science colleagues -who researched the newest immigrant groups from Latin America, Asia and Africa -also atrophied. Nevertheless, in 1999, Vecoli began a successful seminar with American Studies chair David Roediger and in 2000 the ihrc sponsored its last successful conference, 'rem (Race, Ethnicity, Migration)' under Vecoli's leadership. 73 Vecoli retired in 2005. Three years later he was dead. When I was hired to replace him, the ihrc was under sharp surveillance from the College of Liberal Arts, and a hostile Dean had told me in all-too-familiar language that the ihrc functioned mainly as a 'shrine' for Minnesota's white ethnics, having lost relevance to researchers and to a scholarly field. While he certainly exaggerated in drawing this portrait, his comments suggest how -even after thirty-five years of hegemony in the scholarly field -the pluralist, ethnic-specific, bottom-up, community-based and archives-driven immigration history favoured by the Minnesota School since the 1920s could not escape the kinds of charges that Hansen had levelled against Blegen already in 1932.
Conclusion
Working at land grant universities in the Midwest, Theodore Blegen and George Stephenson had envisioned immigration history quite differently from their colleagues at the University of Chicago and from the Harvard historians Arthur Schlesinger, sr., and Oscar Handlin, along with Schlesinger's previous protégé, Marcus Hansen. Without ever forming a self-aware or formal school and without ever gaining recognition as innovative 'founding fathers' of the scholarly field of immigration history, the Minnesota School's methods, analytical interests and vision nevertheless found expression and even scholarly hegemony during the second half of the twentieth century. The founders of the Minnesota School may not have fully appreciated the work of the new social historians of immigration, represented here by Chambers, Berman, Smith and, especially, Vecoli, but this younger generation nevertheless adopted most of the scholarly preferences of their predecessors. The new social historians, much like Blegen and Stephenson before them, persistently focused on the lives and experiences of immigrants within local and transnational communities; they privileged immigrants' viewpoints and voices over theorisation and over homogenised or national narratives; and they viewed the building of archives as an important way to serve the people of their own states, as land grant universities required. Without completely ignoring the broader themes and analytical frames (settlement, labour migration, race, nation-building, forced migration) that connected the lives of many different groups of migrants, past and present, the new social historians' preference for what Blegen called 'grass roots' or 'bottom-up' approaches helped them and their land grant universities to fulfil their century-old mission of service to students and citizens of their home states.
That the importance of public universities in immigration history has persisted into our own times is easily documented by the lists of the new social historians who provided intellectual and professional leadership for the Immigration and Ethnic History Society. iehs -originally formed as a working group in 1965 -was named and began to elect officers as the Immigration History Society (ihs) beginning in 1972. During its first 20 years, four of six ihs presidents (Theodore Saloutos, John Higham, Rudolph J. Vecoli, and Kathleen Neils Conzen) had received their PhDs from the University of Wisconsin. (The others were Moses Rischin, who had studied at Harvard with Handlin, and Victor Greene, who had earned his PhD at the University of Pennsylvania.) Three Wisconsin and Minnesota PhD holders also formed a prominent cluster on the list of the iehs's earliest recipients of Service Awards. Of thirty-three winners of the iehs's Theodore Saloutos Book Award for the best books published in immigration and ethnic history between 1982 and 2013, nineteen authors had earned their PhDs at land grant universities (with five from Minnesota, four from the University of Michigan and most of the rest from west coast state universities); nine had earned Ivy League PhDs (with five from Harvard alone) and five had completed their doctoral training at other private universities, including Stanford, Johns Hopkins, Boston University, and the University of Chicago. Surely it would be an interesting scholarly exercise to examine whether or not these two clusters of more recent immigration historians have also carried on the conflicting scholarly preferences of earlier generations of scholars at private and public universities.
The prominence of the land grant universities in such rosters of achievement should not blind readers to the structural and financial difficulties that such universities and the scholars they employ have faced in creating new knowledge about immigration and in moving their vision of scholarship to the centre of the field. The publishers of books winning the Theodore Saloutos Prize, for example, have always included far higher representations of private university presses (alongside national, commercial presses) than state university presses. (The life of Marcus Lee Hansen and the role of his Harvard and Columbia colleagues in assuring the posthumous publication of his unfinished work provide a telling reminder of the gate-keeping functions of the most prestigious private university presses.) After 1990, furthermore, the proportion of iehs presidents and Saloutos prize-winners who had trained or who were employed and publishing within the financially more secure world of private universities predictably began to rise -a reflection of the tax revolts that were re-making and shrinking public education resources at all levels in the United States. To date, this shift has not resulted in a new hegemony for the kinds of national histories of immigration that Schlesinger and Hansen advocated or for an explosion of immigration histories that ignore the particularism of immigrants' ethnicity, experience or subjectivity or deem them to be provincial, 'semipatriotic' , or 'shrines' to filiopietism. Narratives of American nationbuilding and of ethnic pluralism may continue to offer quite different visions of immigration history but both earn accolades from the iehs and its Saloutos prize competition. Nevertheless, none of these developments have, until very recently, encouraged historians to consider -as do the essays in this special issue -that immigration history developed along multiple paths rather than as a direct line from the University of Chicago to Oscar Handlin. In that sense, at least, the Minnesota School has still not won the historiographical battles documented here through their archival traces.
Neither the shift toward private universities' growing prominence in training and finding positions for their recent PhD recipients in the humanities nor the fact that publication of immigration history by private university presses is growing should come as a surprise to readers who have attended closely to the biographies of the land grant scholars at public universities described here. The movement of scholars between the two types of institutions of higher education has been frequent enough, both in the 1910s and 1920s and in recent decades. Some of that movement originates in the difficult conditions of intellectual work and employment faced by researchers at land grant universities. Frederick Jackson Turner himself abandoned Wisconsin for Harvard in 1910 because of the difficulties he encountered gaining University of Wisconsin Regents' support for his research. And while Blegen flourished intellectually after bridging the town/gown divide, George Stephenson abandoned immigration history after a series of unpleasant conflicts with the communities he studied. How might Stephenson have fared at a private university where 'outreach' , 'service' and 'public engagement' with local citizens mattered less? We cannot know. Still, the brief histories presented here of the Refugee Studies Center and the ihrc at the University of Minnesota hint at the negative impact of uneven and diminishing funding, competition over scarce resources for research, heavy teaching and the necessity of private fund-raising on the research agendas of land grant faculty at public universities.
In the absence of dependable income from private endowments, land grant universities have maintained a high profile in immigration history in part because of their access to human resources in the form of smart, creative, local students of recent immigrant origin. As many have observed, most of the names that appear on the rosters of high achievers and activists within the ihs and iehs suggest recent family histories of immigration. Like the earliest immigration historians of the Minnesota School and their new social historian counterparts in the 1960s, many of today's historians of immigration focus their scholarship on immigrant groups to which they have personal and familial connections (as well as the linguistic facility that allows them to use the methodologies of the Minnesota School). For those reasons alone it is tempting to conclude that the continued influence of land grant universities and the pluralist, immigrant-centred and community-oriented scholarship fostered by the Minnesota School rests in large part on the land grant mission to educate and to serve non-elite and often first generation students and who seek higher education close to their families, communities and -increasinglyjobs. Even the obvious influence of the Minnesota School on the new social historians of immigration has not been able to eliminate charges that this latest generation of scholars too are filiopietistic or divisive if they study people like themselves. 74 For almost a century, land grant university missions have pushed scholars toward a focus on the particularities of locale and of ethnicity even as other scholars, many of them at private, east-coast universities, have questioned the scholarly value, objectivity, and legitimacy of knowledge produced through town-gown collaborations, including the education of public universities' immigrant neighbours and fellow citizens. At the University of Minnesota, immigration researchers today work with students who are children and grandchildren of refugees and labour migrants from Africa, Southeast Asia, and Central America; it is a local population quite unlike that of New York, Miami, Phoenix, or Los Angeles. Under new Directors, the ihrc began to change its focus after 2005 and to attend to these immigrants, too. The mix of students differs at public universities beyond Minnesota but the relative ease
